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Via E-mail 

Gentlemen: 

I am writing to you in support of the appeal to overturn the variance granted by the West Los 

Angeles Planning Commission with regard to the loft at 3544 Centinela Avenue. As a long time 

resident of West Los Angeles and homeowner in the area, I am deeply concerned about this 

decision and the precedent it may set. 

I am sure you will receive many letters from local homeowners decrying the decision which 

approves the variance and opens the door to new development- all of which raise legitimate 

concerns. No one in the community wants to run the risk of Centinela Avenue becoming the 

next Wilshire Corridor. No one wants to open the door to developers who would love to put in 

sky rises with beautiful ocean views, at the expense of long time hillside residents.! am 

confident that others will be making those points far more eloquently than I. 

Instead, I would like to focus on a concern that is even more fundamental. The Planning 

Commission's decision unleashes a very dangerous precedent and one that should concern 

every citizen of Los Angeles. Essentially, it says that if you manage to dupe the City into issuing 

a permit based on either fraudulent statements or misrepresentations, the City then forfeits its 

right to pull the permit upon discovery of the fraud or misrepresentation. 
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The campaign to build the Shapendonks' loft was very well orchestrated from the outset. The 

record shows that they deliberately withheld critical information about the nature of the loft from 

their neighbors. Not only were there numerous violations of policy and procedure in notifying 

other Centinela Crest Homeowners about the loft, but the other residents were shocked when 

construction breached the roof. Emergency meetings were called, one of which is partially 

recorded. You can hear the outrage and concern expressed by several residents and the 

accusations of lies and misrepresentations. I understand that a summary of the recording, as 

well as the recording itself have been submitted to this body. 1 

Bear in mind, that at every turn, the Shapendonks were guided by a professional contractor and 

architect, licensed in the State, who knew- or should have known -the city laws and 

regulations pertaining to such construction. Architect Michael Kent, with all of his experience 

and professional acumen, was intimately familiar with the zoning regulations and requirements. 

When, in the permitting process, the Shapendonks were advised that the loft be "No higher than 

exist'g parapet," Architect Kent knew exactly what this meant. As is its practice, the inspector of 

Los Angeles Department of Building & Safley (LADBS) specifically noted this on the loft plans 

that were approved by the City. There can be no mistaking that notation. 

Nonetheless, the Shapendonks proceeded to construct the loft exactly as THEY wanted it- and 

in flagrant disregard of the LADBS mandate. 

When they sought final approval of the loft, they and their architect represented to the City that it 

had been built according to plan. Nothing could be further from the truth. Not only does the loft 

exceed the tallest parapet by several feet, but it sports a large domed skylight that was not 

noted in the original plans. At night, the domed skylight is often brightly lit, disturbing the views 

of surrounding neighbors. 

Once LADBS realized that the loft was in violation of the height limitation imposed by the Q 

condition, it issued a notice of intent to revoke the permit. The Shapendonks' arguments in 

support of their variance can be boiled down to two points: 

1. You granted us a permit and we've relied on that, therefore you can't take it away now. 

2. It would be an economic hardship for us to remove or modify the loft. 

The Shapendonks' misrepresentations did not end with the permitting process. The case was 

assigned to Sue Chang, one of the most thorough and well-respected zoning administrators in 

the City. Administrator Chang held a hearing last spring where the Shapendonks, Architect 

Kent and their counsel appeared as well as other members of the community. As noted on p. 

10 of her report, the Shapendonks submitted to Administrator Chang the original building plans 

that were conspicuously MISSING the LADBS mandate of "No higher than exist'g parapet." 

Given their previous actions, omissions and misrepresentations all of which are fully 

documented, it is difficult to believe this was an oversight. In any event, Architect Kent- the 

professional guiding the Shapendonks at every step- must have known that this was 

'Despite this recording, the Shapendonks continue to tell the City that when they first proposed 

the loft, none of their neighbors objected. 
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misleading -or if the did not, then he was professionally incompetent and should be held 

responsible. 

Fortunately, Administrator Chang was able to quickly discern what was going on. In issuing her 

very thorough ruling, she identified the five distinct criteria that the Shapendonks would have to 

meet in order to be awarded a variance: 

CRITERIA 1: That strict application of the provisions of the Zoning Ordinance 

would result in practical difficulties or unnecessary hardships consistent with the 

general purpose and in intent of the zoning regulations. 

CRITERIA 2: That there are special circumstances applicable to the subject 

property such as size, topography, location or surroundings that do not apply 

generally to other property in the same zone and vicinity. 

CRITERIA 3: That such variance is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment 

of a substantial property right or use generally possessed by other property in the 

same zone and vicinity, but which, because of such special circumstances and 

practical difficulties or unnecessary hardships, is denied to the property in 

question. 

CRITERIA 4: That the granting of such a variance will not be materially 

detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to the property or improvements in 

the same zone or vicinity in which the property is located. 

CRITERIA 5: That the granting of such variance will not adversely affect any 

element of the General Plan. 

In order to prevail on the variance, the Shapendonks needed to satisfy all five of the above 

criteria. Legally, it is not enough to satisfy four of the specified criteria, and be lacking in the 

fifth. In this case, however, the Shapendonks failed to satisfy a single one of the criteria- and 

therefore, as a legal matter, Administrator Chang was required to deny the variance. 

The Shapendonks appealed Administrator Chang's ruling and the matter was submitted to the 

West Los Angeles Planning Commission (the "Planning Commission"). 

This brings me to my second major concern about the way in which this matter has been 

handled. As citizens, we are entitled to responsible and reasonable city services. At a 

minimum, this means that when we appear before a body designed to handle grievances, that 

the city officials be alert, attentive and engaged as well as objective- and possess a reasonable 

knowledge of the law. 

However, this was sadly, not the case at the June 1, 2011 hearing before the Planning 

Commission. On the one hand, there was Commissioner Lee, who according to several 

attendees at various times had his head in his arms, appearing to be half asleep, and who at 
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one point said dismissively "I don't even know why we're here." Another Commissioner, 

referred to the entire situation as a bit of "a Peyton Place." 2 

And most astonishingly, none of the Commissioners had a reasonable knowledge of the 

applicable law! Commissioner Donovan, a licensed attorney- who in 2008, launched a 

vigorous campaign to impose a Q condition on his own neighborhood- certainly should have 

known better. Yet at various times, he raised the issue of "economic hardship"- even though 

by law, this is expressly NOT a consideration. In fact, Zoning Administrator Chang attempted to 

school him on the law regarding economic hardship three separate times. 

Other commissioners made comments evidencing a remarkable unfamiliarity with the governing 

law- to wit, that the loft is not "the only thing sticking out on the roof' or that the "chimney is part 

of the building." One Commissioner even went so far as to state that while-Administrator Chang 

had prepared a thorough analysis in her decision, he did not agree with the law, and therefore, 

was not bound to enforce it. 

This is all rather unbelievable, so I encourage you to read the file thoroughly and to listen to the 

recording of the Planning Commission hearing so that you may see for yourselves that this is 

actually what happened. 

The Planning Commission then went on to contort language to jerry rig some basis for a finding 

in each of the five criteria- all of which are patently bogus. And ironically, Administrator Chang 

will now be forced into the ridiculous position of having to defend a decision foisted upon her

one that she does not agree with, and which is fully contradicted by the evidence on file. 

We are now left with the inescapable conclusion that if Angelenos want to circumvent the law 

and zoning requirements, all they need to do is misrepresent their plans (and/or erroneously 

claim that the building was constructed as per the approved plan) in order to persuade the City 

to unwittingly approve the construction. They can then apply the circular reasoning that the 

Shapendonks do here. With permit in hand. these unethical citizens are forever protected from 

any attempt to revoke their permits because- they have a permit! 

The Planning Commission's ruling sets a very dangerous precedent and one that will rip the 

very fabric of our society. We all abide by social contracts that motivate us to be honest and act 

in good faith in our dealings with one another. The Shapendonks broke that contract when they 

initially lied to their neighbors, and again when they lied to the City and misrepresented that the 

loft had been built according to the plans as approved by the City. 

This brings us to the second argument that the Shapendonks have, which relates to their claim 

of economic hardship. The law is very clear that economic hardship is NOT a valid rationale for 

2 This is most likely in reference to the allegations made by the Shapendonks in the zealous 

smear campaign that they have launched against one co-owner at Centinela Crest. blaming her 

for all of their zoning problems. Of course, those in the community are well aware that having 

neither the law nor the facts on their side, the Shapendonks are so desperate to preserve the 

loft, that they think nothing of besmirching those who were tasked by the other owners to handle 

the loft situation on their behalf. 
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approval of a variance. Nonetheless, Commissioner Donovan kept raising this issue during the 

hearing, seemingly incredulous at the actual state of the law. As one of the other 

commissioners pointed out, using economic hardship as a basis for granting a variance only 

opens the door for someone to build something truly awful but then refuse to fix it because it 

would too costly to do so. 

In these dire economic times, I understand that the last thing the City wants to do is to cause 

citizens to incur needless costs- and in addition, the City wants to avoid a lawsuit from the 

Shapendonks if they revoke the permit. But make no mistake; the Shapendonks with the 

guidance of a professional architect and contractor, are entirely responsible for creating this 

situation. It was their decision to build the loft. It was their decision to lie about the loft to 

neighbors, thus creating an uproar of dissent. It was their decision to flaunt the LADBS 

mandate that in order for the loft to be permitted, it must be lower than the existing parapet. 

And it was they- or at the very least, their architect- who knowingly submitted the incomplete 

plans to Administrator Chang at the Zoning Commission hearing in hopes of duping her as well. 

But the lies do not stop there. At the June 1 '' Planning Commission hearing, the Shapendonks 

represented a willingness to do whatever was necessary to make this situation palatable to the 

neighborhood. This included putting an interior covering in place so that the light would not 

disturb the views of hillside neighbors and others who object to the bright ambient light. Despite 

their fervent promises, the Shapendonks have done no such thing. In fact, the skylight 

continues to be lit regularly for the entire neighborhood to see. 

From the beginning, the Shapendonks have been thumbing their noses at the entire community, 

their neighbors and the City. Their apparent modus operandi has been to say and do whatever 

is necessary to get their way, and then proceed to do whatever they really wanted to do all 

along. Had they any real concern for the community, they would have been open and honest 

about the nature of the loft; they would have applied for a variance before beginning 

construction- rather than waiting until years later after the City realized the building was not 

built as mandated by the permitted plans. 

This above all, is a matter of trust. We want to be able to trust our neighbors and trust our 

government to act in good faith and to apply the law objectively. For all of the reasons 

articulated in Administrator Chang's original decision, the loft permit should be revoked. The 

appellate brief outlines the numerous errors and abuses of discretion in the Planning 

Committee's decision. 

The Shapendonks should be required to either remove or modify the loft so that it meets the Q 

Condition on height limitations. Given that they were guided throughout this process by 

Architect Kent, he certainly has played a huge role in this entire nightmare. Perhaps the most 

reasonable and fair resolution would be for Architect Kent to greatly reduce the costs -or even 

donate- his services to a modification of the loft. In that way, the Shapendonks would not be 

out any additional funds, would be able to use the loft to the permissible height, and would not 

disturb their neighbors. The variance would be denied, the Q Condition would remain intact and 

not vulnerable to new development that would thwart the General Plan. And the City would be 

able to put this matter to rest. 
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Finally, I want to call your attention to 3 items: 

1. "Zone Defense" an article that the Shapendonks' own counsel, James Repking 

published in the July-August 2009 issue of Los Angeles Lawyer Magazine. The article 

states in pertinent part: 

[Referencing landmark California Supreme Court cases, Broadway Laguna 

Homeowners v. Permit Board of Appeals and Topanga Association for a Scenic 

Community v. County of Los Angeles] In these decisions, the supreme court expressed 

its concern that if variances were routinely granted without satisfying the legal 

prerequisites, inferior administrative boards, such as planning commissions, could 

undermine the legislative role of a city council or board of supervisors by essentially 

rewriting the zoning code on an ad hoc basis. 

A copy of the full article is attached for your reference. 

2. In 2008, Commissioner Tom Donovan, vigorously fought to enforce a Q Condition in his 

own neighborhood. Please see the attached WLANC (West Los Angeles Neighborhood 

Council) Alert that Donovan appears to have taken the lead on. I am curious- why was 

the Q Condition so important in his neighborhood, yet he was so dismissive of a Q 

Condition just down the street? 

3. The California Appellate Court decision, Clear Lake Riviera Community v. Robert 

Cramer. 182 Cal. App. 4'h, 459, 2010 which concerned a homeowner who knowingly 

built his home in violation of the height requirement. The court stated that: 

If the Cramers were permitted to use the fait accompli of their home's completion to 

avoid enforcement of the height guideline, the Association would effectively lose the 

ability to enforce any of its guidelines. Members could build their homes in any manner 

they pleased, arguing afterward in response to an action to enforce the guidelines that 

compliance would be unreasonably expensive. 

The same can be said in this case -only this time it's the City rather than an HOA. If the 

Shapendonks can say it's too expensive to modify the loft, then the City is hamstrung 

from enforcing its own zoning laws. Don't let this happen here. I implore you to read all 

of the documentation and am confident that when you do, you will reinstate Zoning 

Administrator Chang's original ruling to deny the Shapendonks' variance. 

Sincerely. 

~~ 
Robina Royer 

Cc: Councilman Bill Rosendahl 

Enclosures 
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Developers should consider more legally 

defensible alternatives to zoning variances 

ropcny owners or proje-ct pro

ponents may be lulled into 

complacency '"'htn their !oc<~! 

planning department tells 

them, "Don't wotTy about that 

zoning code reqttirerm~nt. We will)uSt give 

you a v<Hi<ntce.'' However, this Shltcmem 

actually Cllll be more dangerous than com

forting. While a varianc~: may be easy ro 

attain if a project enjoys political support, ir 

can be difficult to defend if challenged in 

court. 

The requirements for vnri;Jnel"s under 

Calit'orni;:~ l:1w ;.~rE" very strict. As .:. rc~uh, 

variance approval~ arc ()ft<'n ownurnNl in lit· 

igation dut• to insufficient findings or a bck 

of relevant rvidc·ncc to ~up port the findings. 

;\ proj('ct opponent may seiz(· upon the proj

ect proponent's relianc~ on a V<11·iaJICt as <l 

W<.'akm·ss to b~ exploited in the opponent's 

efforts tO overturn rhc project. Therefor!..", 

project propon(·nts-as wd! as engine<-rs, 

planners, and bwyers-must ! ) be mindful of 

the strict regnirements (or v;tn:mccs :md their 

associated risks, 2) carefully craft v;uiancc 

findings to tnt.'ct tht appli<.:<lhlt· k·r,al swn

dard~, and 3) consider a!rernarin~s ro ;1 V<lri

:H1Ce thJt arc more dcfen~iblc if cll;t!lengcd. 

A v.:.riallCt" is a S;tf't't~' valve prt?venting a 

property frorn hecnrning nnusahlf if tlw 70il· 

ing code wen• strictly applicd. It protects 

agninsr an uncnnsriturion,ll uking nnd allow' 

rhe owner to enjoy the bcndlts atloHkd 10 

other properties in rhc <1pplicablc zone. 1 01w 

typi(al US(" of a variant(· is to provide rclid 

from design or developnl<·nl' srand;trds--such 

as height, density, setback, floor art•a ratio, 

parking, or ot'h<:"r requirements-if those stan· 

dards would prevent a prop('rty owner from 

1.1sing the property at issue. 

Some jurisdictions may grant a vMiHnce 

to allow a l<tnd use that wQuld otherwise be 

prohibitt~d, such as a commercial usc in <~ 

>.\!\l0S R~ ftr<pklngcwri i\:lfhryn ;. Pan<Jl~0 ;:mo;)~-;so-

t.!·«t<':$ in ri1e !,(;:, ,c\llt"0.l(J~ (,'ftk0 d CrM, Ce!:;.n.,, G-. 

NidtOiY,(lrt LtP •<ml ~10 iYH!il<h;:;t:, M the f'tm":, i <:•Ml 

\J<;,0 "<1;<\ H0t11ral Rt:S!itlfCf:S !J I'Gllp, 'lh«l\' prur\<.&.s 

1W>:·hr: l"<'!pe.c,r;Mil1$ 0.Bvt:iopu5, 21JGi1>:ir:s, <tnt1 

(ith<Oi'S in thil i<tnd vs0 "nmll~m0nt pn\r.e-~~ ;;mcl 

(;~b1."6 llti_gathm, 



residential zone. This type of vnri;wcc is 

referred to as a usc vari<Jncc. Charter ciriesl 

can approve these variances if permitted by 

their charter and zoning code.3 ln contrast, 

state law ptohibits a genera! law city or 

county from granting use variances.4 

Over the past four decades, case law 

addressing variances has evolved considerably. 

Prior to the rnid·l960s, courts generally 

deferred to agencies' decisions and routinely 

upheld varinnces. Indeed, as of 1966, no 

reponed case hnd ever reversed n variance 

grant.·~ However) this all changed with the 

California St!preme Court'~ landmark dcc.i

sions in Broadway Laguna Homeowners 

Association v. Board of Permit Appeafsu and 

Topmwa Association for a Scenic Conummity 

1'. Coullty of Lo$ Angeles.' 

In these decisions, the >ttprcme <.:Ot.ll"t 

expressed its con<.:cf!l th,n if variance~ w.·rc 

routinely gr;\ntcd without satisfyiog tll\: kg,li 

prerequisites, inferior iH.lmini~tr<ltiv\' bo<Hds, 

such as planning commi$Sions, cotdd ttndcr

minc the legislative role ol n .:it)' cnuncil nr 

ho<1rd of supervisors hr !!'S$c:ntially rcwritin.~ 

rhe zoning C()de on an ad hoc basis.~ Ther,;-. 

fore, the court announced new, mort string,·m 

smndards for varillnt.:(:s to cn<;un: th:tt vMi

anccs arc the exception rather th:m the rule. 

Departing from the deferential treatment 

applied in e<lrher t.:ases, the o::ourr stated that 

judicial review of vari;lnces could no longer 

bt" "perfunctory or medlanit.:a!ly superti<·ial."" 

Instead, the t.:omt regttired agencies \O adopt 

writrtl! findings, support1~d hy substa11ti;1l 

evidence in the record, that demonstratt com

pliance with each of rhr statmory criteri3 for 

a variance. 

State law requires specitic findings for gr<1llt· 

ing a variance. For general lav:.' cities and 

counties, tht State Planning and 7..oning 

Lnwtll mandates rhat a V>lrianc~c m-1)" ht 

granted only "when, hccause ot" spcci,d cir-

32 los Angeles lawyer lulv·August 2009 

cumstanccs applicable t<) the property, indud· 

ing size, shape, topogr<lphy, location or sur· 

rounclings, the strict application of the zon

ing ordinance deprives such properry of 

privileges enjoyed by other property in rbe 

vicinity and under identical wning cl;lssifi

cation."11 Ch;mer cities may adopt their own 

standards for vari:-.n..:es;ll however, most 

jurisdi...:tions hilve adopted requirements t!un 

mirror state law. I.\ Other typical require

ments are th;H the variance be consistent 

with till' purpose and intent of the zonill:?, 

code, consistent wirh the gcner;ll plan, and 

not injurious to the puhlic or ~urrounding 

properties. !4 

Generally, the hndings for a van~nce must 

meet a three-prong ten. Applicants must 

show that 1) they will $uffer pr;t<.:ti~·al ddfi

ru!ric~ ~tnd unne~·css~1ry h"rdship5 in rhc 

;tbscnct of' tlw VMIJilCC, 2) rhe~c lhtrdships 

r~su!t froltl special ~·ir<:umstam:\:S r..-l<lting n.> 

the property that art not ~h.m:d by other 

propenies in rlw an:a, and .3) dw \'arianc(' is 

nece~setry tn bring the applicams into parity 

with other prnp('rt)' O\l.'ll(·r~ in the <:;nne zotH.: 

and vicinity. 

The first finding, rhc h;trd.~hip prong, g,·n

eral!y i> evaluated h;ls~d on ('(:onomics a!ld 

wh~-thL'l" the property ,_·all be put to ·'eff\:ctive 

use" without the vuiance. 1' ,\. variatKC is 110t 

intended to !w u~~·d for the pttrpoS<.'S of con

venience or to increase th<: value of ;:~ prop

erty. If a pmperty can be put t<1 dfcl·tive usc, 

coosistent with its existmg mning, t!w t"n..::t 

rhat a ntriance would m~1ke rhe property 

more valuablt <H increase the income of tht 

owner is immareria!.i6 

The Second Disrricr Court of Appeal 

addressed the hardship prong in Stolman u. 

City o( Los Angeles. The varianl·e applicant 

in Stolmnn opcr;lted ,1 g;g ~f;ltion in Snnt;t 

!\,tonica Canyon. 1 ~ Tfw property was ZOn(•d 

for singk-family u~es only, bm rhc ga<; ~ra

tion-which h.-1d hccn in nperarion since 

197.5-was grandiathcrn1 a,; a kgal non-

conforming use. The applicant began detail

ing cars, and the city cited the applicant for 

illega!\)' operating a car wash. In response, the 

applicant requested:~ variance for the detail· 

ing services, which the city approved.!$ 

Nevertheless, the court overturned the 

variance based on a lack of hardship justify

ing the variance. The coun viewed the key 

issue <IS whether the c<lr-detailing operation 

was either $0 crucial that the property owner 

would "face dire financial hardship" without 

rile variance, or the owner sought to pro

vide additional services simply to make the gas 

station more profitnh!e. Holding that the evi

dence in the record was insufficient t() support 

<1 finding of fin:.1ncial hardship, rhe court 

noted that although the >lpplimnt represcnred 

that he tn<Hh· <l profit of eight cents p<C'r gal

lon of g<l$olme, he did not ~t;ltc how many 

gallons were sold or wfwthcr the profit was 

nl't or grD$S. Moreova, dw applicam did 11ot 

providt any ill formation from v ... hich t~l deter

mine whether tht' profit wn$ so 1!)\v as to 

amount to ·'unnecessary hardship." T(·, t:he 

conrrnry, more than t"1ne person resrificd thai 

rhe applicnm sought the variat\te "not just to 

survive, hut Ito} c·arn even more Jllf>nry. " 1'; 

Th"' Stolnum otsc exemplitlt>s the stri..::t 

approach most courts ha\·e taken with respect 

to h<~rdships, highlighting the- nee-d for the 

applicant to document huclships with evi

dence in the record. Tbe Stolman C<HJrt sug

gested th;~t this evidt>nc~ includ<: detHil<:d 

(inanci;~] documcnt,nion, creating concern 

for applicauts who do not want to publicly 

divulge sensitive financiJ! inform<nion. 

However, in conrra:;t to ,':,'to/man, the court in 

Committee to Sa~·e the Hulfyu-'oodlanJ 

Specific Plan li. City of" Los Angeles held last 

year that applicants do not need to address 

h<ndships solely in t>conomic terms but ('an 

t;lke into account mher fJctors, such as s,1fery 

havu·ds.'11 The court did so in rulmg on .1 spe

cifk plan exception, whirh is ~imibr to >1 

vuiancc. Thus, couns have difkred over thf' 
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1. A general law dty can grant a "use" variance. 

True. 

False. 

2. Califomia law requires that an agency make findings 

supporting the adoption of a variance. 

True. 

False. 

3· Applicants for a variance me forbidden from providing 

an agency with proposed variance findings. 

True. 

False. 

4· A "special circumstance" justilying a variance may 

involve: 

A. Existing historic structures. 

B. Unusual topography. 

C. Characteristics of the users of the proposed 

project. 

D. Overlapping regulations. 

E.AI!oftheabove. 

S· A variance may not be used: 

A. To relieve a property owner from height and 

density limitations. 

B. To allow for the use of a property when a strict 

a[lplication of the zoning code would render the 

property unusable. 

C To increase an applicant's property values 

regiHdless of whether the property is usah!e 

under its current zoning status. 

D. To bring a property owner i11\0 parity with 

other similarly sltuated properties. 

6. There must be a "logical relationship" bf:!lween the 

identified special cirwmstance and the requested vari· 

ance. 

True. 

False. 

1· A property owner may be able to obtain a variance 

even when thr. hardship justifying the v~riance was sdf· 

imposed. 

True. 

False. 

8. A variance is a safety valve that protects property 

owners from an unronstHutional taking. 

True. 

False. 

9· Charter cities may impose additional variance 

requirements, including: 

A. The voriance must be consistent with !he 

purpose and intent of the zoning code. 

B. The variance ml1st be consistent with thE> 

general plar~. 

C. The variance must not be injurious to the 

publk or surrounding properties. 

D. All of the above. 

10. The standard of review for a zoning change is 

stricter and less deferential than for a variance. 

Trur.. 

False. 

11. Special circ.umstances claimed to justify a variance 

must be related to the physical nature of the property. 

True. 

False. 

12. California courts did not reverse a variance grant 

in a reported decision prior to 1966. 

True. 

FalsP.. 

13. A charter city must impose the same variance find

ings required by Government Cude Section 65906. 

True. 

Fal$e. 

14, Which of the following facts is relevant to justify a 

variance? 

A. Project design and amenities. 

B. Benefits to the community. 

C. The superiority of the proposed project lo the 

viable alternatives. 

D. None of the above. 

15. A court hearing a challenge to an agency's variance 

grant or denial may consider extra-record evidence in 

determining whether the agency's action was proper. 

True. 

False. 

16. A variance is thP. only way property owners c~n 

obtain relief from regulations limiting the use of their 

!,1nd. 

True. 

False. 

17. Courts generally defer to agencit•s' decision:. grant· 

ingvariances. 

True. 

false. 

18. A developer's voluntary adoption of stricter build· 

ing standards is a hardship ju:.tifying the appmva! of 

a variance. 

True. 

False. 

19.ln deciding whether to grant a variance, agencie~ 

must consider similarly situated propertie£ in the same 

zone and geographi< arra. 

True. 

False. 

20. Applicants seeking a variance for a projeC! should 

use the required variance findings to focus on project 

benefits to sell the project to decision makers and the 

public. 

True. 

False. 
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factors and level of hardship that must be 

present in upholding a variance or ph1n excep

tion, depending on the facts and equities of 

a particular case. 

Some properrr owners have artempted to 

create a hardship w justify <l V<lriance, bur 

courts have roundly condemned this pr<tc

tice)t In one case, a property owner ddib

erately sold a portion of its land to n.:are a 

claimed "hardship" that allegedly justified a 

fronr-yard tennis o.:oun prohibited by the 

zoning code.22 Not surprisingly, the court 

upheld the city's denial of the variance.2.1 

Similarly, in another ca~c:, a court held the 

developer's use of "attractive architcctur11l 

features" and voluntary adoption of stricter 

building standards were stlf-imposed hard

ships that did not justify J variance from 

floor-area-ratio requirements.!~ Self-imposed 

hardships also include circumstances in which 

property owners purch;lse property in antic

ipation of <)htaining a variancl' for a use 

iorbiJJ~:n at the time the owners hougbr th.: 

property.25 Hardships created by the pr~·vious 

owner of a property <llso may be considered 

self-imposed and thus arc insut'ficitnr for :~ 

vari;mce,26 

The "special circumstances" finding 

required for a variolnce-the second prong of 

variance ;lnalysis-involves distinguishing 

the property from other propcrri~'s in the: 

zone. Classic special circumstances arc 

unusual physical characteristics of thl' prop

l'rty, such <IS size, shape, topography, location, 

or surroundings.27 For example, courts h<1ve 

found special cir..:umstam:l's when a lor was 

irregularly shaped ;~.nJ graded, had no re;ll 

backy<1rd, and faced a windmg str~,:ct.l~ These 

spcci<d circumst;mccs w;l!'ranted tht gr;lJltlllg 

of a variance from Lui!Jing :>etb~~:k and feno.x 

height requirements.-'" Similarly, <l variance 

from off-str<:-et pnrking requin:ments was 

appropriate hecauS(' nf the ~pccioll circum

stances involving a parcel partially submerged 

by the Snn FranciSC(l Hny. To !TI{'et rhe p.1rk

ing requirements, rhe owner wo11ld have 

needed to fi.ll the submerged <1n:a and demol

ish an existing building on the parcd.'0 SpcciJI 

circumst;lnccs also can include existing his· 

toric structures and landsn1ping.·11 

The particular characteristics ol the 

expected occupants or users of a buikhng 

can be a special circumSt<lncc. For example, 

~pee];\ I c-ircumst<li!Ces supported :1 reduction 

in parking for a neighborhood synagogue, to 

which most rE·gu!ar ancndccs walk rather 

rhiln drive.J2 Another court found that reduc

tion in parking for ;m apa1·tmcnt building 

was supported by the fact tholt most prospcc· 

tive resident~ would not own cars.B Close 

proximity to other parking Llci!itie$ c<~n <llso 

be <l special circumstance Stlpporting ,1 pMk

ing vari~ncc.~~ 

Special circumstilnccs do not n<"cessarily 

nceJ to be physicaL Overlapping regulations 

that create a disparate iiJ1pact can be grounds 

for <1 variancc.·U In Craik v. County of Santa 

Cruz, a Federal Emergenq' Management Act 

iFEMA) regulation prohibited the owner of 

a beachfront parcel from using rhe ground 

floor as living space.J6 The local zoning code 

also imposed various height. setba<.:k, and 

floor-aren-ratio limits that fmrher -=omtraincd 

development of the parcdY The court found 

that although the FEMA ond relotcd zoning 

regulations applied in the abstract wall own

ers in the applicable zone, in reality rhe reg

ulations only affected a few vac;mt P•Hct'ls 

because most of the uther propt>rtics in the 

zone w~'re already dcl'dopccL3~ The ,;ourt 

concluded rh:n this disparity was <1 ~-peci,1! cir

cumstance thnt <.:ould support a varian..:c.>9 

Finally, in order to qualify <1s a Sptcial 

circmnstance, there must be <1 "logicalrcla· 

tionship" b{·nveen the condJtion id..-ntificd 

and th{' variance requested. 41 ) This rncans 

that the unusual condition must ._·ause the 

hardship. For example, in Broadwo<y Lt1guna, 

the ;lpplicant prcs..-ntcd tvidence rhe property 

had unmua! ropsoil conditions; however, he 

was requesting a v::~riance from floor-area

r:~tio rcq1.1irements, and he failed to show 

any link between the topsoil <llld the need for 

additional floor area filtio. Therefore, tho: 

court .:oncludcd ;l variance was impropcr.41 

In anot!H·r case, a property was closer to the 

freeway th<~.n other similarly regulated prop

erties, but the findings failed to provide a 

riltionale for why the property's proximity to 

rhe freew;ly jttstified a height variance:1l 

Tht third finding establishes that the v<ui

<ll1CC is n<:ct•ss::try tO bring the property owner 

into p~lfity \Vith other properties iu tiK same 

;.;one and vi-=inity. ConvL-rscly, a nrian<..\' <.:<tn

not gram rhe a.ppli<.:am <~ ~pecial privilegc:L1 

Thus, the panicu!ar chara<:rNistics nf a prop

erty are not by thc'mselvcs sufficient rn sup

port the grant oi ;\ vari<1nce.~~ The applicant 

musr show th,H rhE:se d;;~mctcrisrics diifcr 

fmrn other similarly .~itt1ated propeni,·s.~-' 

For cx;Hnplt, in To[umga, the staff f<'port 

(k'scrib('(l th<· property's ''n1gg(:d f('<ltur<·s" 

but did not conclude that the property was 

any d1fferent from neighboring IandY• 

Therefore, agencies must examine the 

chill'<lCteristi(·s of similarly situ a red pro perm'S 

in the Sillllc zone aud geographic arC<L~ 7 for 

example,;\ yud variance to allow <1 4,000-

squ;l(e-f<)Ot residen<.:e might not be jttsdied 1f 

other homes in the neighborhood are gemr

<llly h,llf that size. In un.; case dealing with ;1 

V<lfi<lnce for a hotel, thl' court upheld a vari

ance bec..1use the agency had compared thl' 

hotel with ,1 compnir0r hotel in rh<' saml' 

zone and concluded thar thl' I'<Hinnte wa> nel'

('s~ary ro create p;1rity bctw(·en rhem. 4 ·~ 

Additionally, in Stolmnn, pan of rh' 

cO\Irt's n:ason for overturning th(' v~1riance 

allowing detailing operotions at <l gas sta

tion was because the simil<1r!y situ;acd prop

erties relied upon by the cit)' to approve its 

variance findings were not in the same zone 

or e\'en the same city.4 ; The closest property 

was in E<1gle Rock, over 19 miles from the gas 

station, which was located in Sant<l Monica 

Canyon. so The coan found that the ..:ity's 

reliance on these other properties was "not 

only a reach but [was] an irrational strctch."' 1 

With Stolman ;;nd other case law <ls a guide, 

counsel should ensure that vMianc<' Andings 

provide sufficient detail regarding simibr!y sit

mncd propen-ies in the same zone and loc<Hed 

ns close as pos~ihlc to rhc subject property. 

tvfan}' ~gencics p(:rmit or even require rhe 

applicant to prepnrc an initial draft of the 

agency's written findings to support the vari

am:e. Even when the agency drafts its own 

findings, it is essential that the applicant review 

them to ensure tht varianc£· findings are tai

lored to the applicabl(: legal f(·quin-mo:nls. 

One common pn>blcm with varian..:c fi!!J

ings is that an appli<.:ant or planl!ing staff 

will often fo<.:us !>n project bcnt·fits in ord~r 

ro "sell" the project to the decision maker~ 

and the public, igJJoring the relevant legal 

rcquirl'ments. However, courts have been 

clear that project design, amenities, benefits 

to the community, and the superiority of the 

proposed pwject design to ones developed in 

conformity with zoning regulations ar(' irrel

ev<lllt when con~idering whether to grant a 

variance.52 As one court explained, the agency 

cannot use a vari;~nce to b<<!<~ncc one code 

provision ngainst another nnd "earn immu

nity from one code provi$ion merely hr over

compliance with other~.".B Variam·c find

ing~ should delllonstratc th<lt the agency 

basL·rl its approv~1! on the rc'kv~nt kgal 

requirements anrl did not :;imply gram a vari

<lnCC because it favon·d the particular project. 

Variance findings should he as derailed 

as possible, providing spe<.:ifit facts 1) dcrnon

srratillg rhc hMdship-preferahly rhe ~'<:0-

nomi.:- lurd.~hip, 2) describing thC' unuS11al 

circumstances and ~bowing th3t rbosc cir

cumstances are differcnr from other proper

ties, and 3) showing that the unusual eir· 

cumst;mccs eause the hardship. Furthermore, 

the findings should provide detaih about 

manr properties in the same zone and vicin

ity, as dose as possible to tbc property, tO 

show d1at the l'ariance is necessary to bring 

the property into parity with others simibr!y 

situated. 

Also, it ises$entin! that the admini.>trative 

record contaln evidence in support of tho:;e 

tindings. This evidence can ht' in the t'orm of 

photographs, vinv simuhHiOn'i, 111<lps, tech· 

nical reports from expt'rts, and other docu

mentation. Counsel ::;hnuld suhmir th!' ('Vi

dence to the agency a$ part of th(' 

administrative procet>dings rdating ro th!." 



vnriance. The law prohibits extra-record evi

dence from being submitted after the variance 

has hcen cha!lcnged in coun.S4 

Atternat:\v~$ ~n \farimrnes 

Bec.mse variances arc one of the most diffi

cult entitlements to defend in court, it is 

important to consider alternatives that are 

more legally defensible. For ex;unple, an 

applicant can request a zone change or a 

zoning code amendment. A zone change con

Hitute.':l a lcgi:>lative ,1pproval, even if ir ;tffect'l 

only one single parcel, and under stare law is 

afforded mnre deference th~n an agency's 

adjudicative decisions.·H Additionally, a zone 

change docs nor require explicit findings,% is 

entitled to a strong presumption of correct

ness, and c<1n only be overturned "if ir has no 

reasona b!e relation tO the public wclfan:." .1'
7 

However, although a zone change is c<~sier to 

defend in court, the dr<1wback is the <lpproval 

process is more rirnG consuming. A zone 

ch<mg~: (akd lm1gcr because a public hearing 

must bo.> hdd hcfore the planning: commission 

and legislative body of the agency (such as the 

city council or board of supervisors} prior to 

approv;tl, unlike a vari<lnce, whicb c<ln be 

approved by ;l pbnning commission or " 

he;~ ring officer. 5 ~ Furthermore, some agtncies 

111<1y he relucmnt to proctss zone ch;~nges 

without an elected official sponsoring the 

<lmendmenr. 

"Variance-light" procedures are ;tnother 

alternative :-~dopted by m<1ny jurisdictions. 

These allow minor adjustments :~nd modifi

cations of Jevelopmenr standard~ but d0 not 

require the s.:.me strict findings a~ those needed 

for ~l v::~ri.:~n~,:c. For ex<lmplc, the City of Los 

Angeles ,dlows a zoning Jdlllillistrator lO 

approve ;ldjustments and minor modifi .. ·;t

tions in ynrd, ;tre3, building lint', and height 

rtquirerncnts, sometimes even without a pt1b

lic h<.><\ring it rhc matter is rHlt con trover· 

si<1l.-'~ Likewise, the (o\lnty of Los Angeles 

hilS" p<lrking permit procedure that .:~llows 

1"11<: planning din:cror to reduce rh<· amo!l!H of 

required parking spa~,:es it cert;lill require

ntcnts are mct.<>O Tht' requisin: findings for 

these adjustments arc similar but kss sukt 

than for a vari;lll<.:c. 

Nevertheless, it is presently llnclcar 

whether a court would he more deferential 

regarding these approv;ds or would apply 

the same sl'a11Jards for unneccss~1ry hard

ships and special circumsr;lnccs otherwise 

appli..:able to varian<.'es, Un<: of rhe only 

reponed ca~es rh:u h.1s addressed ;l vari:HKe

light procedure {in thar case, rt specific plnn 

exception) gencro.lly app!ird the same hard" 

>hip .1nd specinl circl!lmt.:~nces Standards that 

apply to vnrio.nces,r. 1 Thus, :~n ;Ipplicant 

~hou!d always rnsurc th:n ndrquatc written 

findings :.1ddrcss cnch rrqt~ircmcnt of rhc 

applic<~blc code and the r('Cord contains cvi" 

deuce supporting these findings. 

Other alrernatives nl<l}' he available for 

relief from otherwise ;\pplicable restrictiOliS. 

Depending on the jurisdicrion, these alter

natives may be included in overlay zones or 

other zoning provisions. Furthermore, the 

recently strengthened density bonus law may 

provide relief from certain requirements for 

residential projects that incorporate afford

able hou.sing.62 This relief involves permitting 

addition<ll density beyond code m<1ndarcs as 

well <~S other concessions and in.:enrives, su.:h 

as n reduction in setb<Kks and parking 

requirements. These incentive:: should he 

considered as an ~ltern~tivc roll vari~nce. 

Relying on a variance i~ always .'1 matter 

of c3kulated risk A vMiance C<l!1 speed the 

approval of a project initi.:~!ly but can dril

matically slow down the process if the vari

ance is ch;tllcngcd llnd overturned by a <:oun. 

\'V'ith this risk in mind, an <1pp!icilr\t should 

ga\lge potential opposition hdorc- applying for 

a v~riance. H a v<lrimh:e is opposed, the appli

c~nt shou)J ~,:onsiJer dlRHging (Ourse <111d 

pursuing an a[t(·J'llariw entitlement strnteg>'· 

In any evcnr, rhe ;1pplicanr shqu]d not blindly 

rely on planning staff or other government 

officials to ensure the record is adequolte. 

Considering variance alternative~ and bul

let-proofing vrlriance findings can make tht" 

difference in preventing a project from being 

overturned in coun r'!tid incurring years of 

costly delays. Rtl 
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WLANC DEVELOPMENT ACTION ALERT 

210!3 Federal nue 
Case No.: AA-2007-1861-PMLA-CN 

Representing WLANC, Tom Donovan, Vice Chair, 

WLA Neighborhood Council (WLANC) and Chair, 

Planning & Land Use Management Committee (PLUM) 

appeared and spoke at the August 13 hearing 

regarding the 2108 Federal Ave. project. 

At the hearing the City Planner indicated that 

based on information received from the WLANC and 

neighborhood residents, he revised his Staff Report 

to recommend approval of the project, but with a 

"Q" condition. limiting it to 2 .. stories and 30' in height. 

in agreement with WLANC's positon. 

The Hearing Officer, Michael S.Y. Young, indicated that 

he would keep his file open until August 20, stating 

that he believes that the City can limit this projec~ 

as a subdivision for two condominiums is sought. 

Young withheld his final decision on the 

application and could choose not to take 

the City Planner's recommendation. 

The City actually counts the emails and 

letters received from the community regarding 

projects. It makes a difference when you send 

an email expressing your views. 

Even if you do not live near the project, be aware 

that these projects can set precedent for the rest of 

our neighborhood. The next project may be on 

your block, right next to you. 

archlve.constantcontact.comffs011/, .. /11 02208165311.htm! 
1/2 
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An email will take only a few minutes of your time. 

Anyone who lives or works in our neighborhood 

has a right to be heard. 

You have until August 20, so there is 

still time to weigh in regarding the project. 

Your email should be sent to: 

Mike Young mike.young@lacitv.org 

and copied to: 
Maya Zaitzevsky maya.zaitzevsky@lacity.org 

Marc Woersching Marc.Woersching@lacity.org 

Councilman Bill Rosendahlcouncilman.rosendahl@lacitv.org 

Grieg Asher grieg.asher@lacity.org 

Whitney Blumenthal whitney.blumenfeld@lacitv.org 

Len Nguyen len.nguyen@lacity.org 

WLA Neighborhood Council info@wlanc.com 

For further information, contact: 

Tom Donovan at: 

DONOVAN & SAPIENZA 

100 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1755 

Santa Monica, CA 90401 

(310) 260-6016 (310) 260-5015 (Fax) 

tdonovan@wlanc.com 

Please forward thfs email to others who may wish 

to be heard regarding this project. 

archive.constantcontact.com/fs011f ... /1 102208165311.html 212 
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LexisNexis® 

CLEAR LAKE RIVIERA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION, Plaintiff and 

Respondent, v. ROBERT CRAMER et al., Defendants and Appellants. 

AJ22205 

COURT OF APPEAL OF CALIFORNIA, FIRST APPELLATE DISTRICT, 

DIVISION ONE 

182 Cal. App. 4th 459; 105 Cal. Rptr. 3d 815; 2010 Cal. App. LEX/S 242 

February 26, 2010, Filed 

PRIOR HISTORY: [***!] 

Superior Court of Lake County, No. CV402997, Robert 

L. Crone, Jr., Judge. Retired judge of the Lake Superior 

Court, assigned by the Chief Justice pursuant to article 

VI, section 6 ofthe Cal{lbrnia Constitution. 

CASE SUMMARY: 

PROCEDURAL POSTURE: Defendant homeowners 

challenged a judgment of the Superior Court of Lake 

County, California, which ordered them to bring their 

home into compliance in an action filed by plaintiff, the 

community association for a common interest 

development, to abate the owners' violation of an 

association guideline that limited the height of homes 

within the development. The trial court found that the 

owners had knowingly violated the guideline. 

OVERVIEW: The court found that the trial court was 

entitled to infer the association's proper adoption of the 

guideline from the circumstantial evidence of long 

enforcement provided by the association. The court found 

no legal support for the owners' claim that a common 

interest association was required to provide direct, rather 

than circumstantial evidence that its use restrictions were 

properly adopted in an action to enforce the restrictions. 

Because there was no evidence the height guideline was 

enacted by a rule change initiated after 2003, it was not 

subject to Civ. Code.§ 1357.100 el seq. The testimony of 

an expert retained by the owners did not support their 

claim that they would be required to tear down their 

house to comply with the trial court's order. There was no 

abuse of discretion in the trial court's decision to require 

compliance with the guidelines rather than award money 

damages. Substantial evidence supported the trial court's 

finding that the violation was intentional, as well as its 

finding of irreparable harm. There was no evidence that 

the cost of correcting the violation would be grossly 

disproportionate to the hardship caused to the association. 

OUTCOME: The court affirmed the judgment. 

LexisNexis(R) Headnotes 

Real Property Law > Common Interest Communities > 

General Overview 

[HNl] Common interest developments have become a 

widely accepted form of real property ownership. 

Ordinarily, such ownership also entails mandatory 

membership in an owners association, which, through an 

elected board of directors, is empowered to enforce any 

usc restrictions contained in the project's declaration 01· 

master deed and to enact new rules governing the use and 

occupancy of property within the project. Use restrictions 

are an inherent part of any common interest development 

and are crucial to the stable, planned environment of any 
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shared ownership arrangement. Use restrictions contained 

in a recorded declaration are afforded a presumption of 

validity and are enforced unless found unreasonable 

under a deferential standard. While use restrictions 

outside the declaration are not afforded the same 

presumption of validity, they are nonetheless enforced 

unless they fail a straight reasonableness test. 

Civil Procedure > Trials> Bench Trials 

Civil Procedure > Appeals > Standards of Review > 

Substantial Evidence > General Overview 

(HN2] An appellate court must uphold a trial court's 

findings of fact if they are supported by substantial 

evidence. 

Evidence >Procedural Considerations > Circumstantial 

& Direct Evidence 

[HN3] Unlike direct evidence, circumstantial evidence 

does not directly prove the fact in question. Instead, 

circumstantial evidence may support a logical conclusion 

that the disputed fact is true. 

Evidence >Procedural Considerations > Circumstantial 

& Direct Evidence 

(HN4] Facts can be proven by circumstantial as well as 

direct evidence. 

Real Property Law > Common Interest Communities > 

Homeowners Associations 

[HNS] When a homeowners' association seeks to enforce 

the provisions of its covenants, conditions, and 

restrictions to compel an act by one of its member 

owners, it is incumbent upon it to show that it has 

followed its own standards and procedures prior to 

pursuing such a remedy, that those procedures were fair 

and reasonable, and that its substantive decision was 

made in good faith, and is reasonable, not arbitrary or 

capricious. 

Evidence >Procedural Considerations > Circumstantial 

& Direct Evidence 

Real Property Law > Common Interest Communities > 

General Overview 

[HN6] There is no legal support for a claim that a 

common interest association is required to provide direct, 

rather than circumstantial evidence that its use 

restrictions were properly adopted in an action to enforce 

the restrictions. 

Governments > Legislation > Effect & Operation > 

Prospective Operation 

Real Property Law > Common Interest Communities > 

General Overview 

[HN7] Civ. Code, § 1357.100 et seq., establishes 

procedural requirements for the adoption of the operating 

rules of a common interest development association. Civ. 

Code, §§ 1357.1!0, subd. (a), 1357.130, 1357.140. 

Pursuant to Civ. Code,§ 1357.150, subds. (a) & (b), the 

requirements of these sections apply only to a rule change 

commenced on or after January 1, 2004, and do not affect 

the validity of a rule change commenced before January 

l, 2004. 

Civil Procedure > Remedies > Injunctions > General 

Overview 

Civil Procedure > Appeals > Standards of Review > 

Abuse of Discretion 

Evidence > Procedural Considerations > Burdens of 

Proof> Allocation 

[HN8] Ordinarily, when an appellate court reviews a trial 

court order granting injunctive relief, it applies the 

deferential abuse of discretion standard. A decision will 

be reversed for an abuse of discretion only when it 

exceeds the bounds of reason or disregards 

uncontradicted evidence. The burden rests with the party 

challenging an injunction to make a clear showing of 

abuse. 

Civil Procedure> Remedies> Injunctions> Elements> 

General Overview 

Real Property Law > Adjoining Landowners > 

Encroachments 

[HN9] In evaluating the grant of injunctive relief for 

encroachment, courts apply a three-part test known as the 

hardship doctrine. To deny an injunction requiring 

removal of an encroaching structure, three factors must 

be present. First, the defendant must be innocent. That is, 

his or her encroachment must not be willful or negligent. 

The court should consider the parties' conduct to 

determine who is responsible for the dispute. Second, 

unless the rights of the public would be harmed, the court 

should grant the injunction if the plaintiff will suffer 

irreparable injury regardless of the injury to defendant. 

Third, the hardship to the defendant from granting the 

injunction must be greatly disproportionate to the 
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hardship caused plaintiff by the continuance of the 

encroachment, and this fact must clearly appear in the 

evidence and must be proved by the defendant 

SUMMARY: 

CALIFORNIA OFFICIAL REPORTS SUMMARY 

In an action brought by a community association of a 

common interest development, the trial court ordered the 

owners of a home within the development to bring it into 

compliance with an association guideline limiting the 

height of homes. The court found that the homeowners 

had knowingly constructed the home too far up on a 

sloping lot, thereby violating the height guideline by nine 

feet. (Superior Court of Lake County, No. CV402997, 

Robert L. Crone, Jr., Judge.') 

* Retired judge of the Lake Superior Court, 

assigned by the Chief Justice pursuant to article 

VI, section 6 of the California Constitution. 

The Court of Appeal affinned the judgment. The 

homeowners' primary argument was that the association 

had failed to prove that the guideline had been properly 

adopted because the association provided no direct 

evidence, such as meeting minutes, demonstrating the 

guideline's adoption. The court found no legal support for 

the homeowners' claim that in an action to enforce 

restrictions, a common interest association must provide 

direct, rather than circumstantial, evidence that its use 

restrictions were properly adopted. Instead, the court 

concluded, the trial court was entitled to infer the 

association's proper adoption of the guideline from 

circumstantial evidence, including the guideline's 

publication and long enforcement. In addition, the court 

concluded the guideline was not subject to Civ. Code, § 

1357.100 et seq., which establishes procedural 

requirements for the adoption of the operating rules of a 

common interest development association, because the 

height restriction was adopted prior to the January l, 

2004, effective date of the code sections. The court also 

found no abuse of discretion in the trial court's decision 

to require compliance with the guideline rather than 

award money damages. Substantial evidence supported 

the trial court's finding that the violation was intentional, 

as well as its finding of irreparable harm. There was no 

evidence that the cost of correcting the violation would 

be grossly disproportionate to the hardship caused to the 

association's members by the oversize home. (Opinion by 

Margulies, Acting P. J., with Dondero and Banke, JJ., 

concurring.) [*460] 

HEAD NOTES 

CALIFORNIA OFFICIAL REPORTS HEADNOTES 

(I) Property § !--Common Interest 

Developments--Owners Associations--Use 

Restrictions.--Common interest developments have 

become a widely accepted form of real property 

ownership. Ordinarily, such ownership also entails 

mandatory membership in an owners association, which, 

through an elected board of directors, is empowered to 

enforce any use restrictions contained in the project's 

declaration or master deed and to enact new rules 

governing the use and occupancy of property within the 

project. Use restrictions are an inherent pa1i of any 

common interest development and are crucial to the 

stable, planned environment of any shared ownership 

arrangement. Use restrictions contained in a recorded 

declaration are afforded a presumption of validity and are 

enforced unless found unreasonable under a deferential 

standard. While use restrictions outside the declaration 

are not afforded the same presumption of validity, they 

are nonetheless enforced unless they fail a straight 

reasonableness test. 

(2) Evidence § 2--Circumstantiai.--Unlike direct 

evidence, circumstantial evidence does not directly prove 

the fact in question. Instead, circumstantial evidence may 

support a logical conclusion that the disputed fact is true. 

Facts can be proven by circumstantial as well as direct 

evidence. 

(3) Property § !--Homeowners 

Associations--Covenants, Conditions, and 

Restrictions--Enforcement.--When a homeowners 

association seeks to enforce the provisions of its 

covenants, conditions, and restrictions to compel an act 

by one of its member owners, it is incumbent upon it to 

show that it has followed its own standards and 

procedures prior to pursuing such a remedy, that those 

procedures were fair and reasonable, and that its 

substantive decision was made in good faith, and is 

reasonable, not arbitrary or capricious. 

(4) Property § !--Common Interest 

Developments--Owners Associations--Use 

Restrictions--Circumstantial Evidence of 

Adoption-~ Enforcement.-~ There is no \ega! support for a 

claim that a common interest development association, in 
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an action to enforce use restrictions, is required to 

provide direct, rather than circumstantial, evidence that 

the restrictions were properly adopted. Accordingly, the 

trial court was entitled to infer proper adoption from 

circumstantial evidence of long [*461) enforcement of a 

guideline that limited the height of homes within a 

development. 

[Cal. Forms of Pleading and Practice (2009} ch. 

124, Condominiums and Other Common Interest 

Developments, § 124.16; 12 Witkin, Summary 'of Cal. 

Law (lOth ed. 2005) Real Property,§ 117 et seq.] 

(5) Property § 3--Acquisition--Common Interest 

Developments~~Owners Associations--Operating 

Rules--Operability of Statutes.--Civ. Code,§ 1357.100 

et seq., establishes procedural requirements for the 

adoption of the operating rules of a common interest 

development association (Civ. Code,§§ 1357.1/0, subd. 

(a}, 1357.130, 1357.140). Pursuant to Civ. Code, § 

1357./50, subds. (a} & (b), the requirements of these 

sections apply only to a rule change commenced on or 

after January I, 2004, and do not affect the validity of a 

rule change commenced before January 1, 2004. 

(6) Adjoining Landowners § 5--Rights, Duties, and 

Liabilities--Encroachments--Injunctive 

ReJief--Eiements.--In evaluating the grant of injunctive 

relief for encroachment, courts apply a three-part test 

known as the hardship doctrine. To deny an injunction 

requiring removal of an encroaching structure, three 

factors must be present. First, the defendant must be 

innocent. That is, his or her encroachment must not be 

willful or negligent. The court should consider the parties' 

conduct to detennine who is responsible for the dispute. 

Second, unless the rights of the public would be harmed, 

the court should grant the injunction if the plaintiff will 

suffer irreparable injury regardless of the injury to 

defendant. Third, the hardship to the defendant from 

granting the injunction must be greatly disproportionate 

to the hardship caused plaintiff by the continuance of the 

encroachment, and this fact must clearly appear in the 

evidence and must be proved by the defendant. 

COUNSEL: Ewing & Associates and Mike Ewing for 

Defendants and Appellants. 

Abbey, Weitzenberg, Warren & Emery, Lewis R. Warren 

and Rachel K. Nunes for Plaintiff and Respondent. 

JUDGES: Opinion by Margulies, Acting P. J., with 

Dondero and Banke, JJ., concurring. 

OPINION BY: Margulies ['462] 

OPINION 

[**817] MARGULIES, Acting P. J.--Piaintiff 

Clear Lake Riviera Community Association 

(Association) regulates new construction within a 

common interest development. Defendants Robert and 

Catherine Cramer (the Cramers) purchased a Jot within 

the development and drew up plans to build a house. In 

approving their plans, the Association committee with 

responsibility for plan review applied an Association 

guideline that limited the height of homes within the 

development Because the Cramers' home was located on 

a sloping lot, compliance with the height guideline 

depended not only on the height of the stmcture itself but 

also its location on the Jot. 

During construction, it was called to the attention of 

defendant Robert Cramer (Cramer) that the location 

[***2] he selected for the home would result in a 

violation of the height guideline, but he disregarded the 

warnings. When the resulting home exceeded the height 

guideline by nine feet, the Association filed suit to abate 

the violation. Finding the Cramers knowingly violated 

the height guideline, the trial court ordered them to bring 

their home into compliance. They contend the height 

regulation was unenforceable because the Association 

failed to prove it had been properly adopted and the trial 

court abused its discretion in awarding injunctive relief 

rather than damages. We affirm. 

I. BACKGROUND 

The Association is a nonprofit corporation organized 

under the Davis~Stirling Common Interest Development 

Act (Civ. Code, § 1350 et seq.) to manage Clear Lake 

Riviera (Riviera), a common interest [**818) 

development located in Lake County. In J 992, the 

Association recorded an amended declaration of 

covenants, conditions, and restrictions (declaration) 

governing Riviera. Among other measures, the 

declaration established an architectural control and 

planning committee (committee), consisting of three 

members appointed by the board of directors of the 

Association (Board). The committee was charged with 

reviewing [***3] the plans for any improvements 

contemplated within Riviera to ensure they complied 

with the requirements of the declaration and were 11 in 
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harmony with the general surroundings of such lot or 

with the adjacent buildings or structures." In addition, the 

committee was empowered to enact height restrictions for 

buildings within Riviera, as well as other restrictions on 

the size and appearance of Riviera construction. The 

declaration stated that, once plans had been approved by 

the committee, "[a]ctual [*463) construction of any 

improvements must be in strict conformity with said 

plans." 

The committee maintained a set of guidelines that 

was given to persons who planned to build in Riviera, 

along with a copy of the Association bylaws and a 

checklist for application processing. The guidelines 

described the process of plan approval and contained 

various substantive regulations goveming new 

construction. Among the guidelines was one limiting the 

height of structures to a maximum of 17 feet above street 

level or the "control point" of the lot. For a sloping lot, 

the control point was the elevation at the center of the lot. 

Although there was no evidence when and how this 

guideline was enacted, [***4} it had been applied by the 

committee since at least 1995. 

In March 2005, the Cramers submitted to the 

committee plans for a home they hoped to construct in 

Riviera. Rather than retain a general contractor, Cramer 

intended to act as his own builder. The Cramers' plans 

were approved by the committee in April. Beneath the 

approval stamp on each page of the plans, the committee 

had printed, "structure height not to exceed 17 feet from 

control point of lot." Cramer was aware of the notation 

and knew the Association's guidelines imposed the height 

restriction. In a plot plan submitted with his application 

and approved by the committee, Cramer had placed an 

asterisk in the middle of the lot map and written "Control 

Point 11 and "+ 17" next to the asterisk. 

The evidence was in dispute at trial regarding the 

exact information and warnings given to Cramer about 

his compliance with the height restriction. A member of 

the committee, Curtis Winchester, testified he had 

discussed Jot setbacks and application of the 

Association's height restriction with Cramer even before 

his plans were submitted to the committee. Winchester 

explained to Cramer that he and the committee would 

have to agree on the location [***5] of the lot's control 

point before the application could be approved and a 

height variance was unlikely because there were many 

homes within Riviera on similar upslope lots that 

complied with the height restriction. Winchester told 

Cramer it would be necessary to remove a substantial 

amount of soil from the lot to meet the height restriction, 

given the particular house design the Cramers had 

chosen, and Cramer agreed to do the necessary grading of 

the property. 

Cramer acknowledged he was aware of the height 

guideline, but he testified he was confused about the 

concept of "control point" and its [*464] measurement 

and had no knowledge or experience in determining the 

elevation of buildings. He never personally did the 

measurements necessary to determine how high his house 

was. Cramer said he relied on his grading contractor 

(**819] to determine compliance with the height 

requirement and, in any event, could not have placed the 

home's foundation any lower because the grading 

contractor ran into rock that prevented further excavation. 

I 

The grading contractor directly contradicted 

this testimony. He denied being responsible for 

the elevation decision, testifying that Cramer 

instructed him regarding the [***6] depth to 

grade the hillside, and said his grading was never 

impaired by rock underlying the soil. 

In June or early July 2005) after Cramer had 

completed grading and installed the wooden forms for his 

foundation, the committee met with him and two persons 

working with him to discuss application of the height 

restriction. The meeting occurred as a result of the 

complaint of a neighboring homeowner who was 

concerned from the location of the Cramers' foundation 

forms that the resulting house would be too tall. 

Winchester testified the committee told Cramer at 

the meeting that if he chose to build at the location of his 

foundation forms, the planned house would have to be 

altered considerably to meet height requirements, and 

they recommended further grading to lower the 

foundation. At the close of the meeting, Winchester 

testified, Cramer was noncommittal, but he did not 

indicate any reservations about complying with the height 

guideline. 

Cramer and one of his contractors disputed this 

account of the meeting. According to these witnesses, the 

committee dismissed the neighbor's complaint and told 

Cramer there was no problem with his construction. As a 

result of the committee's apparent approval, [***7) 
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Cramer testified, he decided soon after to pour the 

foundation concrete. Cramer denied ever being warned 

by a committee member prior to the pouring of his 

foundation that the house would be too high. 

In mid-July, the committee sent the Cramers a notice 

stating that their house appeared to depart from the 

approved plans and noting the completed building would 

violate the height restriction in the guidelines. The form 

requested the Cramers to notify the committee if they 

could not comply, but they did not do so. The committee 

sent a similar form in September, after the foundation 

was poured but before the walls were erected. 

It was undisputed that when the Cramers1 house was 

finished, it differed significantly from the house depicted 

in the approved plans, with one wall ['465] being 

considerably higher and more massive than shown on the 

plans. The house exceeded the l7~foot height restriction 

by nine feet and impinged severely on the views of at 

least two neighboring homes. In November, aft~-r the 

home was complete, the Cramers unsuccessfully 

requested a variance from the committee that would have 

ratified their violation of the height restriction. 

In June 2006, the Association filed an action [***8] 

against the Cramers seeking a declaration they were in 

violation of the guidelines and the approved construction 

plans, an injunction requiring compliance, and monetary 

damages. Following a bench trial, the court found for the 

Association in a statement of decision. The court rejected 

the Cramers' various arguments that the height restriction 

was invalid or unenforceable, found the Cramers' home to 

be nine feet higher than permitted under the guidelines, 

and concluded Cramer knowingly built the home in 

violation of the height guideline. Finding the Cramers' 

home had caused irreparable injmy to neighboring 

homeowners, the court ordered them to bring it into 

compliance with the guidelines. 

[**820] II. DISCUSSION 

[HNI] (1) "Common interest" developments, such as 

Riviera, "have become a widely accepted form of real 

property ownership." (Nahrstedt v. Lakeside Village 

Condominium Assn. (1994) 8 Ca/.4th 361. 370 {33 

Cal.Rptr.2d 63, 878 P.2d 1275}.) "Ordinarily, such 

ownership also entails mandatory membership in an 

owners association, which, through an elected board of 

directors, is empowered to enforce any use restrictions 

contained in the project's declaration or master deed and 

to enact new rules governing the use and occupancy of 

property [***9] within the project." (!d. at p. 373.) "Use 

restrictions are an inherent part of any common interest 

development and are crucial to the stable, planned 

environment of any shared ownership arrangement." (!d. 

at p. 372.) Use restrictions contained in a recorded 

declaration are afforded a "presumption of validity" and 

are enforced unless found unreasonable under a 

deferential standard. (!d. at p. 383.) While use restrictions 

outside the declaration are not afforded the same 

presumption of validity, they are nonetheless enforced 

unless they fail a "straight reasonableness test." 

(Dolan·King v. Rancho Santa Fe Assn. (2000) 81 

Cal.App.4th 965, 977 [97 Cal.Rptr.2d 280] 

(Dolan-King).) 

A. The Validity of the Height Guideline 

The Cramers do not challenge the trial court's 

conclusion their home violated the Association's 

construction guidelines, nor do they contend the height 

guideline is unreasonable. Rather~ they contend "the 

evidence was [*466] insufficient to support the 

conclusion that there was a duly adopted and enforceable 

height restriction." 

I. Adoption o.lthe Height Guideline 

The Cramers' primary validity argument is that 

"[t]here was no showing whatsoever by plaintiff that the 

[guidelines] were ever adopted by a [***!OJ duly 

constituted [committee}." 

The trial court held that the height guideline was 

valid and enforceable, a finding that necessarily includes 

the conclusion the guideline was properly enacted under 

the Association's rules. [HN2] We must uphold the trial 

court's findings of fact if they are supported by 

substantial evidence. (In re Charhj·se C. (2008) 45 

Cal. 4th /45, 159 {84 Cal.Rptr.3d. 597, /94 ?.3d 330}.) 

The limited testimony at trial addressing the 

guidelines demonstrated they were available in printed 

fonn at the time the Cramers sought to build, were 

distributed to all who planned to build in Riviera, were 

followed by the committee throughout the time in 

question in evaluating applications, and were believed by 

committee members to constitute enforceable regulations 

governing construction at Riviera. 2 There was no 

evidence when and how the height guideline was enacted, 

but Winchester testified it had been applied by the 
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committee since at least 1995. 

2 The Crarners claim the introduction of the 

guidelines as an exhibit at trial was without 

foundation because they came in through Russell 

Patterson, who they contend was not an official 

member of the committee. The trial court did not 

abuse its discretion in admitting the [***II] 

guidelines because Patterson, whatever his status, 

was personally very familiar with the activities of 

the committee. 

(2) While circumstantial, the foregoing provides 

substantial evidence supporting a finding the height 

guideline was validly adopted. (See People v. Lenix 

(2008) 44 Cal. 4th 602, 627 [80 Cai.Rptr.3d 98, 187 P.3d 

946) [11 unlike [HN3] direct evidence, circumstantial 

evidence does not directly prove (**821} the fact in 

question. Instead, circumstantial evidence may support a 

logical conclusion that the disputed fact is true."].) The 

Association's amended declaration was adopted in 1992. 

Three years later, the committee was enforcing the height 

guideline. It is a permissible inference from this evidence 

that the guideline had been properly adopted, since the 

application of the guideline likely would have 

encountered resistance bad it not been properly adopted. 

Further support for proper adoption is found in the height 

guideline's long history of enforcement since that time 

and the ease with which the Association or the [*467) 

committee could have repealed the guideline if it had 

become disfavored by the members or if there were 

concerns about the propriety of its adoption. 

It is true, as the Cramers contend, there was no direct 

evidence [*** 12] of the guideline's adoption. A witness 

provided by the Association in response to a trial 

subpoena testified he could not locate any documents 

reflecting "the result of any vote of the members of the 

committee ... on any rule or regulation involving height" 

That the Association was unable to locate a document 

reflecting the adoption of the guidelines, however, does 

not necessarily support a finding they were not properly 

adopted. As one committee member testified, the 

committee operated relatively informally, It did not 

always keep minutes, and the minutes it kept were not 

rigorous. Further, the height regulation had been enacted 

more than 1 0 years before the trial. In the absence of 

testimony about the Association's document retention 

policy, it would not be surprising if documents reflecting 

adoption of the height guideline had not been retained 

over that time. Indeed, no written records were produced 

dating from the era of the guideline's adoption. Under 

these circumstances, the absence of records regarding the 

adoption of the guideline does not outweigh the 

substantial circumstantial evidence supporting its proper 

adoption. 

Accordingly, the Cramers' argument that there was 

insufficient [*** 13] evidence of proper adoption of the 

height guideline reduces to the claim the Association was 

required to prove proper adoption by direct evidence, i.e., 

by a written record reflecting the fOrmal vote of the 

committee to adopt the regulation, rather than by 

circumstantial evidence. The Cramers, however, present 

no persuasive argument to support such a conclusion. 

It is a truism of the law that (HN4] facts can be 

proven by circumstantial as well as direct evidence. 

(Ortega v. Kmart Corp. (2001) 26 Ca/.4th 1200, 1210 

[114 Cai.Rptr.2d 470, 36 F. 3d I/}.) The Cramers provide 

no argument that would differentiate the issue of proper 

adoption from any other fact in this regard. Indeed, none 

of the decisions reviewing an action to enforce a common 

interest development regulation holds the association is 

required to provide direct evidence that a regulation was 

properly adopted to prevail. (E.g., Pacific Hills 

Homeowners Assn. v. Prun (2008) 160 Ca!.App.4th 1557, 

1566 [73 Ca/.Rptr.3d 653]; Rancho Santa Fe Assn. v. 

Dolan-King (2004) 115 Cai.App.4th 28, 39 [8 

Ca/.Rptr.3d 6/4}; Cohen v. Kite Hill Community Assn. 

(1983) 142 Ca/.App.3d 642, 646, 648 [191 Cai.Rptr. 

209].) On the contrary, those decisions never address the 

procedural hist01y of the regulations, and there is no 

indication in any of them [***14] the association 

provided, or was required to provide, direct evidence the 

regulation had been properly adopted. In Villa De Las 

Fa/mas Homeowners Assn. v. Terifaj (2004) 33 Cal. 4th 

73 [14 Ca/.Rptr.3d 67, 90 P.3d 1223}, in which the 

association originally attempted [*468] to enforce such 

a regulation, the Supreme Cowi expressly noted there 

was no evidence regarding the date (**822] of its 

adoption. (ld. at p. 80.) Although the regulation was 

ultimately not enforced, the court did not indicate the 

regulation would have been found unenforceable merely 

for the lack of direct evidence about its genesis. 

(3) The closest arguable authority for such an 

evidentiary requirement is Ironwood Owners Assn. IX v. 

Solomon (1986) 178 Cai.App.3d 766 [224 Cai.Rptr. 18}, 

which states, [HN5] "When a homeowners' association 
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seeks to enforce the provisions of its CCRs to compel an 

act by one of its member owners, it is incumbent upon it 

to show that it has followed its own standards and 

procedures prior to pursuing such a remedy, that those 

procedures were fair and reasonable and that its 

substantive decision was made in good faith, and is 

reasonable, not arbitrary or capricious." (!d. at p. 772.) In 

holding an association must show its standards and 

procedures were followed, however, [***15] Ironwood 

was not referring to proof that proper procedures were 

used for adoption of the guideline. Rather, the "standards 

and procedures" referred to by Ironwood were the 

internal procedures for enforcement of the restrictions~ 

rather than their adoption. (See Pacific Hills Homeowners 

Assn. v. Prun, supra, /60 Cal.App.4th at pp. 1566-/567.) 

The Cramers cite Dolan-King for the proposition that 

regulations adopted by an association are not afforded a 

presumption of reasonableness, but this portion of 

Dolan-King is concerned with the substantive 

reasonableness of regulations~ not their procedural 

validity. (Dolan-King, supra, 81 Cal.App.4th at p. 977.) 

In any event, there was no need for a presumption of 

reasonableness here. As discussed above, the trial court 

was entitled to infer proper adoption from the 

circumstantial evidence of long enforcement provided by 

the association. Further, there was no suggestion in 

Dolan-King that the association was required to provide 

direct evidence its existing regulations had been properly 

adopted, and there is no indication in the decision such 

evidence was provided. (!d. at pp. 977-979.) 

(4) Accordingly, we find [HN6] no legal support for 

the Cramers' claim [*** 16] that a common interest 

association is required to provide direct, rather than 

circumstantial, evidence that its use restrictions were 

properly adopted in an action to enforce the restrictions. 

In arguing the guideline was invalid, the Cramers 

also cite a resolution passed by the Board in 2000 that 

rescinded "each and every former Policy & Procedure, 

Rule & Regulation, and Resolution put into effect prior to 

January 1, 2000." Because this document was introduced 

without any foundational testimony, the Board's intent in 

passing it is unclear. The text of the resolution, however, 

suggests it was intended to repeal enactments of the 

[*469] Board itself, rather than those of the committee. 

Nor does the resolution literally apply to the height 

restriction at issue here. It does not purport to repeal 

"guidelines," but only policies, procedures, rules, 

regulations, and resolutions. Further, regardless of the 

intent of the Board resolution, there was sufficient time 

between years 2000 and 2005 during which the 

committee could have readopted the guidelines, assuming 

they were ever repealed. Substantial evidence therefore 

supported the trial court's conclusion that the 2000 

resolution did not preclude [*** 17] enforcement of the 

guidelines. 

2. Application of Civil Code section 1357.100 et seq. 

(5) [HN7] Civil Code section 1357.100 et seq. 

establishes procedural requirements for [**823] the 

adoption of the "operating rules" of a common interest 

development association. (Civ. Code,§§ /357./10. subd. 

(a}, 1357./30, 1357.140.) The Cramers contend the 

height guideline is an operating rule as so defined and 

was not adopted in accordance with the procedures 

specified by statute. 

We need not decide whether the height guideline is 

an operating rule. Pursuant to Civil Code section 

1357.150. subdivisions (a} and (b), the requirements of 

these sections apply only "to a rule change commenced 

on or after January 1, 2004" and do not affect 11 the 

validity of a rule change commenced before January I, 

2004." Winchester testified he had been involved with the 

committee since 1995 and the height restriction had been 

in effect throughout that time. While the copy of the 

guidelines in the record bears notations indicating 

changes had been made around April 2005, the height 

restriction was not changed by these amendments. 

Because there was no evidence the height guideline was 

enacted by a rule change initiated after 2003, it was not 

[*** 18] subject to section 1357.100 et seq. 

3. The Compo.•.;ition qfthe Committee 

The Cramers also dispute the trial court's finding the 

committee "was a valid and functioning committee 

pursuant to and within the scope of the Declaration." The 

Cramers do not argue the committee failed to hold 

meetings or otherwise perfom1 its functions, or its actions 

were arbitrary and not in accord with the governing 

documents of the Association. Rather, their argument is 

founded on the testimony of Winchester that, at the time 

the Cramers' plans were considered, the committee had 

"four or five" members and, while the committee met 

every week, not every member attended every meeting. 

The Cramers also point to evidence indicating the 

"official'' membership of the committee consisted of 
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three particular persons in 2004, and the Board minutes 

disclosed no action to appoint any other person to the 

committee. Yet two other persons, Robert Frane and 

Russell Patterson, purported to act on behalf of the 

committee and had substantial involvement with the 

Cramers' application. [*470] 

Because this issue was not explored at trial, but 

appears to have arisen as a result of a set of documents 

produced in response to a trial subpoena, [*** 19] the 

evidence is not clear on the composition or working of 

the committee. When Patterson testified at trial as a 

member of the committee, for example, he was never 

asked on what authority he believed himself to be a 

committee member or whether he viewed himself as an 

official voting member. Given the Cramers' failure to 

make a complete record on this issue, we are inclined to 

find the testimony of Patterson alone to constitute 

substantial evidence to support a finding that he was, 

indeed, a committee member, despite the lack of any 

documentary evidence to back his claim. 

Yet even if we assume Frane and Patterson were 

merely volunteers who assisted the official members of 

the committee, we would find no basis to question the 

trial court's conclusion that the committee was properly 

functioning under the terms of the declaration. As the 

trial court noted in its statement of decision, there is no 

dispute the committee had been in existence for many 

years, conducted weekly meetings, and reviewed the 

planned construction within Riviera, all as required by 

the declaration. While there is no provision in the 

declaration for the appointment of "pro tem" committee 

members, neither does it preclude [***20] the practice. 

Further, the Cramers cite no prejudice from the 

participation of the two purportedly unofficial members, 

who worked with them to bring their construction plans 

into compliance with the Association's various [**824) 

rules. There is no evidence the Cramers' plans were not 

reviewed and approved by the three official members of 

the committee, as required by the declaration. Nor is 

there any evidence the committee imposed requirements 

on the Cramers' construction that were outside the 

guidelines or otherwise unreasonable. On the contrary, 

the evidence showed the committee's application of the 

height guideline was consistent with its application to 

similar lots in Riviera, on which compliant houses had 

successfully been built. In short, the mere patiicipation of 

nonappointed persons in the business of the committee, 

under these circumstances, would not invalidate the 

committee's official actions. 

4. Estoppel 

The Association contends and the trial court held the 

Cramers are estopped from challenging the validity of the 

height guideline because they signed a document, 

required by the Association as a condition of the plan 

review process, stating they "agree[d] to" the guidelines. 

Because [***21] we conclude the Cramers failed to 

carry their burden of demonstrating the height guideline 

is invalid, we need not reach this issue. [*471] 

B. The Trial Court's Grant of Injunctive Relief 

The trial court's judgment finds the Cramers' house is 

nine feet higher than allowed, orders them to "abate 

forthwith the foregoing violation," and precludes them 

"from maintaining any struchlre on the Subject Property 

which violates the CC&Rs." The Cramers argue the trial 

court abused its discretion in "ordering [them] to tear 

down their house, 11 which, they contend, "was the effect 

of the mandatory injunction issued by the court." Instead, 

they argue, the court should have awarded damages. 

The testimony of an expert retained by the Cramers 

does not support their claim that they will be required to 

tear down their house to comply with the court's order. 

The expert testified it will be possible to preserve the 

house, although it will cost at least$ 200,000 to do so. He 

recommended removing the house from its foundation, 

moving it off the lot, lowering the foundation, and 

remounting the house on the new foundation. Although it 

might be necessary to "cut [the house] in half' to remove 

it from the construction [***22] site, it need not be 

destroyed. Nonetheless, although the house need not be 

torn down, there is no doubt fixing the problem will be 

expensive and inconvenient, and its cost may exceed the 

amount of economic hann inflicted by the Cramers on the 

neighboring properties, at least as measured by the 

diminution in market value of those properties. 

[HN8] "Ordinarily, when we review a trial court 

order granting injunctive relief, we apply the deferential 

abuse of discretion standard. [Citation.] A decision will 

be reversed for an abuse of discretion only when it 

exceeds the bounds of reason or disregards 

uncontradicted evidence. [Citation.] The burden rests 

with the party challenging an injunction to make a clear 

showing of abuse." (In re Lugo (2008) 164 Cai.App.4th 
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1522, 1535 [80 Cal.Rptr.3d 52!].) 

(6) We find no abuse of discretion in the trial court's 

decision to require compliance with the guidelines rather 

than award money damages. In attempting to find a 

standard against which to judge the trial court's exercise 

of discretion, we analogize this case to those requiring the 

removal of a structure that encroaches on a property line. 

Although the two situations are not identical, they both 

raise the possibility that the [***23] cost and 

inconvenience of removal of an existing structure may be 

disproportionate [**825] to the actual damage caused by 

it. 3 [HN9] In evaluating the grant of injunctive relief for 

encroachment, courts apply a three-part test known as the 

"hardship doctrine." (Hirshfield v. Schwartz (200 I) 91 

Cal.App.4th 749, 758-759 [110 Cai.Rptr.2d 86/j.) "To 

[*472] deny an injunction [requiring removal of an 

encroaching structure], three factors must be present 

First, the defendant must be innocent That is, his or her 

encroachment must not be willful or negligent. The court 

should consider the parties' conduct to determine who is 

responsible for the dispute. Second, unless the rights of 

the public would be harmed, the court should grant the 

injunction if the plaintiff 'will suffer irreparable injury . 

regardless of the injury to defendant' Third, the hardship 

to the defendant from granting the injunction 'must be 

greatly d;Jproportionate to the hardship caused plaintiff 

by the continuance of the encroachment and this fact 

must clearly appear in the evidence and must be proved 

by the defendant. .. .'" (!d. at p. 759.) 

3 As authority, the Cramers rely largely on 

Sharon v. Sharon (1888) 75 Cal. I [16 P. 345}, a 

decision reviewing a trial court's award [***24] 

of temporary alimony. We find the circumstances 

of Sharon sufficiently different from those of the 

present situation that it provides little clear 

guidance in reviewing the trial court's exercise of 

discretion. 

The trial court found the Cramers' violation of the 

height regulation to be knowing, rather than innocent 

The Cramers argue at length this conclusion was against 

the weight of the evidence, contending they relied on the 

committee's conclusion at the June/early July meeting 

that there would be no violation. As discussed above, the 

evidence was conflicting on exactly what Cramer was 

told about the height of his house at that meeting. 

Evaluating the credibility of the witnesses was the 

responsibility of the trial court, and it found the 

Association's witness to be more credible on this issue. 

Further, we find substantial evidence to support the 

court's finding that the violation was intentional in the 

testimony of Winchester, who stated Cramer was told 

unequivocally that if he built the house where the 

foundation fonns were located it would result in a 

significant violation, the neighbor who confronted 

Cramer about the location of his foundation forms, and 

other Association witnesses [***25] who testified 

Cramer was fully and timely instructed about the proper 

siting of his home. 4 

4 The Cramers object the trial court did not 

specifically address in its statement of decision 

what Cramer was told at the June/early July 

meeting. In fact, the statement of decision notes 

that "Mr. Winche..<;ter again covered the matter [of 

the excessive height of the building] with Mr. 

Cramer and his associates." Regardless of what 

was said at the meeting, however, there was 

substantial evidence to support a finding that 

Cramer's violation of the height guideline was not 

innocent. 

In any event, to defeat an injunction under the 

hardship doctrine the defendant must demonstrate the 

encroachment was neither willful nor negligent. 

(Hirshfield v. Schwartz, supra, 91 Cal.App.4th at p. 759.) 

There is little question, under even the most generous 

interpretation of the evidence, the Cramers' violation was 

negligent. Cramer did not dispute he was aware of the 

height restriction. He had personally marked the control 

point and the height restriction on a map of his lot. As the 

effective general contractor, Cramer was responsible for 

ensuring his home complied with the height restriction. 

Yet he testified he [***26) never bothered to learn how 

building height was measured under the guidelines and 

never, despite the controversy his home caused, 

personally measured the projected height of his home. In 

fact, Cramer [*473] presented no [**826] evidence he 

or his contractors had ever measured the elevation of the 

home prior to pouring the foundation. Further, no one 

involved with construction of the home appears to have 

had responsibility for compliance with the height 

guideline. Cramer contended the task had been delegated 

to the grading contractor, but that contractor denied 

responsibility and said he had been instructed by Cramer 

on the location of the home. The only conclusion to be 

drawn from the evidence was that Cramer made no effort 

to comply with the height guideline, even though he was 
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well aware of the restriction and his neighbors had raised 

the issue prior to the pouring of the foundation. 5 In light 

of this clear evidence of carelessness, there is no basis for 

finding the height violation to have been innocent. 

5 This carelessness is further confirmed by the 

scope of the violation. The Crarners' home did not 

miss the guideline by a trivial amount, as one 

might expeet if they made a good faith effort to 

[***27] comply. It is ninejf!et over the limit. 

The trial court's finding of irreparable harm was also 

supported by substantial evidence. Two neighbors 

testified at trial that their prior unobstructed views had 

been blocked by the Cramers' home, resulting not only in 

a diminution in value of their homes but also a substantial 

loss of their enjoyment in them. Where previously the 

neighbors were able to enjoy views of the nearby Jake, 

they now saw only the walls of the Cramers' home. For 

both neighbors, this was compounded by a loss of 

privacy, since the Cramers' home looked onto theirs. 

There was a further incommensurable risk in refusing 

injunctive enforcement of the height violation. If the 

Cramers were permitted to use the fait accompli of their 

home's completion to avoid enforcement of the height 

guideline, the Association would effectively lose the 

ability to enforce any of its guidelines. Members could 

build their homes in any manner they pleased, arguing 

afterward in response to an action to enforce the 

guidelines that compliance would be unreasonably 

expensive. 

Finally, there was no evidence the cost of correcting 

the violation would be grossly disproportionate to the 

hardship caused [***28} to the Association. Although 

there was no estimate of the total diminution in value 

caused to neighboring homes by the Cramers' violation, 

one neighbor testified his home's value had been 

diminished by more than $ 75,000. Even if that was the 

only economic damage, the $ 200,000 required to correct 

the Cramers' violation would not be grossly 

disproportionate to the loss. As noted above, however, 

there was also diminution in value to at least one other 

home, along with damage that is more difficult to 

quantify. The trial court did not abuse its discretion in 

directing the Cramers to bring their home into 

compliance. [*474] 

III. DISPOSITION 

The judgment of the trial court is affirmed. 

Dondero, J., and Banke, J., concurred. 


